THOUSANDS OF BRITISH WOMEN FACE CRIPPLING FOOT PROBLEMS
BECAUSE THEY WEAR THE WRONG SIZE SHOES
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FOOT experts have revealed for the first time why women’s feet suffer in their summer shoes - they wear
the wrong size.
This comes as the annual “socks off season” – the longed-for time every year when women can finally
ditch their socks and boots for sandals and flip-flops – has been delayed by the unseasonable cold snap
which blighted early spring.
With temperatures finally hotting up in the UK, foot specialists are warning that women face a potential
blister crisis because their feet have been wrapped up in socks and comfy boots for far longer than
usual.
This combined with the little-known fact that women are wearing the wrong size shoes in the summer mean
they face an agonising barrage of foot problems now the time has come to ditch their socks.
New survey results reveal that a massive 94 per cent of British women have no idea that their summer
shoes should be at least half a size bigger than their winter ones.
This is in order to cope with hot, swollen feet and to prevent blisters, with all 94 per cent admitting
they wear the same size shoes all year round.
Consultant Podiatrist Emma Supple says: “When the weather warms up, our feet swell in the heat which
means we have to squeeze our feet in to our summer shoes.
“This makes skin more prone to blisters and getting generally sore and uncomfortable and is why we
always recommended people buy their summer shoes half a size bigger than their winter ones. It can take
weeks for feet to get summer soft and ready to be put through their paces in sandals or flip flops.”
The new survey of 1,087 women aged 16+ across the UK, carried out on behalf of blister plaster experts
Compeed, has also revealed that the unseasonable weather may have delayed socks off season for longer
than usual, with 92 per cent yet to pack away their winter shoes.
Although the “official” start of spring is March 1, the UK suffered snow and storms from the “Beast
from the East”, storm Emma and the “Mini Beast from the East” through most of that month.
This delayed when women would normally get their socks off, with the survey revealing that just over a
third (36 per cent) will only do so when the temperature is above 17C and more than a third (37 per cent)
want to see a few hot days in a row before they shed their socks.
The survey found that almost half (45 per cent) of women aim to ditch their socks between March and May.
Many appear to have thought that socks off season was here last month (APRIL), when the nation basked in
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a mini heatwave when temperatures hit 29.1C in St James's Park, London, making April 19th the hottest
April day for almost 70 years.
And 60 per cent of those questioned made the most of it, taking their socks off and getting their summer
shoes on for the hot spell.
But as the temperature rise was so sudden, half (50 per cent) of 16-24 year olds admitted getting sore
feet or blisters.
However, despite the warmer temperature, 30 per cent did not get their feet out because they knew it
wouldn’t last and one in five 16-24 year olds kept their winter boots on because they didn’t want to
risk getting blisters or sore feet.
But blisters do blight people’s lives with one in three women questioned saying they suffer from
blisters as soon as they wear their summer shoes or flip-flops for the first time or as soon as their
feet get hot and swollen.
A surprising 32 per cent of 16- 24 year olds say they have been left unable to walk because of their
painful blisters.
Ms Supple added: “We have been suffering through what has felt like a much longer winter than usual.
This means it is likely women across the country will have kept their feet encased in winter socks and
shoes for weeks and even months more than usual.
“Throughout winter we ignore our feet, we never look at them and we neglect them badly. So when we
finally take our socks off, our feet are really prone to debilitating blisters when we wear sandals and
flip-flops. When we then wear the wrong size shoes it is a recipe for a foot disaster.
“I always recommend people carry Compeed blister plasters in the credit card sections of their purse
just in case, especially at this time of the year as feet emerge from the winter shadows.
“Blisters can be extremely painful and even debilitating, stopping people from carrying out their
everyday lives properly. But when properly treated blisters can quickly become pain-free, allowing you to
carry on.”
Compeed plasters seal a blister by forming a second skin and, as they won’t rub off and are sweat and
waterproof, they provide instant pain relief, superior adhesion and 20 per cent faster healing compared
to regular plasters.
-endsNOTES TO EDITORS:
Further information, or for an interview with Emma Supple please contact:
Sarah Wolf: sarah.wolf@thedifferencecollective.com, +44 7747 733216.
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About Emma Supple
Consultant podiatrist, Emma Supple is a fellow of the College of Podiatrists in both Podiatric Surgery
and Podiatric Medicine of the College of Podiatry. FCPodS, FCPodMed, FFPM RCPS (Glasg), DPodM, PGDip
(Pod). She is a current Vice President of the College of Podiatry (SCP).
About Compeed
Compeed blister plasters are the most advanced solution for damaged skin, providing instant pain relief,
better adhesion and 20 per cent faster healing than ordinary plasters so you can carry on enjoying your
life unimpeded. Our intelligent skin healing and pain relief technology is designed to fit better and
last longer. It comes from more than 40 years expertise, with proven superiority. Our innovative range is
recommended by healthcare professionals.
The Compeed blister range is available in major supermarkets and pharmacies nationwide and are available
in pack sizes including:
BLISTER MEDIUM PACK OF 5 RRP £5.49
BLISTER SMALL PACK OF 6 RRP £5.39
BLISTER EXTREME PACK OF 5 RRP £6.49
BLISTER UNDERFOOT PACK OF 5 RRP £5.39
BLISTER ON TOE PACK OF 8 RRP £5.39
BLISTER MIX PACK OF 5 RRP £5.39
ANTI BLISTER STICK RRP £5.39
More information can be found at: www.compeed.co.uk
About the Socks Off Survey
The Compeed Socks Off omnibus survey was conducted by Aurora Market Research between 27th April-2nd May
2018 among 1,087 UK women aged 16+.
About HRA Pharma
At HRA Pharma we empower people throughout the world to improve their lives by developing accessible,
added value self-care solutions. Twenty years on from our modest beginnings, HRA Pharma has become an
innovative, award-winning, OTC-focused and rapidly growing company, with direct operational presence in
11 European countries and partnerships that have extended its products’ availability to over 90
countries worldwide. Visit http://www.hra-pharma.com to find out more.
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